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The Beautiful World 

 
Some people think the world needs us but we really need the world. It gives us food, 

water resources, plants and trees that give us oxygen. Although people are abusing the Earth. 
I know I'm only twelve and I can’t really go around the world and help everyone's problems but I 
have gone to many protests to save the polar bears and to stop pollution along with many more. 
It’s not much but I can also tell people about a few of them and help by helping with smaller 
problems. I can help by cleaning on the side of the road because if one person threw some trash 
in a small stream it could over time reach the ocean. It could kill fish and animals on the way too, 
so think before you pollute. 
 

There are people out there with lots of money in the world and they know what is going 
on and some are just sitting back and watching as people are getting cancer and diseases. 
There are more homeless people who need food, water and shelter and with money comes 
responsibility. Rich people out there you haven't really shown it. I also hear older people saying 
the new generation will make a change and help the world get better. Well guess what–you're 
still alive you can help too. 

 
Did you know that every time you drive your car emissions come out of the tail pipe and 

it warms the Earth and when that happens the glaciers melt. Scientist are saying that in 78 
years if we don’t change to electric cars or not drive as much all the glaciers are going to melt 
and part of the U.S are going to flood like Texas, Florida, Miami, New Jersey and Hoboken will 
be covered in water so if you have a car try using it less or if you have the money try buying an 
electric car. 

 
People like fast food, right? But did you know that most fast food restaurants are cutting 

down the rainforests to put cattle where they can’t move because they are in a small room and 
all they do all day is eat and they give them bad types of food that makes them fat and more 
thick and then they kill them and make them into meat and that meat makes you fat, have 
indigestion and cramps but sometimes it tastes okay. 

 
 People love buying new clothes and stuff but have you ever thought about buying 
reused clothes? It might sound gross but it really isn't. People who either don’t fit into a pair of 
clothes or just don’t want them anymore can just donate them to places like Goodwill that take 
your clothes if they are not trashed very badly and then sell them at a lower price. You can also 
donate tables, toys ,books, cds,kitchen plates, bowls and utensils and more–so try it! 
There are also places and online shopping where you can get recycled rain jackets, coats, 
backpacks, mittens, water bottles and many more things. 
  

So in conclusion I hope this inspires you to help the world. Just think about how making 
small changes everyday might help you and our world.  


